
The Invasion of Germany & 
the Fall of the Third Reich 
How did the Allies finally bring Germany to 
unconditional surrender? 



Tehran Conference & The “Big 3” (1943) 



Operation Overlord (1944) 

Hitler 
expected the 
invasion here 
in the Pas de 

Calais 

Normandy 



The Normandy (D-Day) 
Landings (1944) 





Liberation of Paris (1944) 



Operation Valkyrie (1944) 





What was the Allied plan for 
the invasion of Germany? 

!   Following the Battle of 
the Bulge, Gen. 
Eisenhower wanted to 
invade quickly and end 
the war 
!   Target = the German 

capital of Berlin 

!   Ending the war in Europe 
quickly would free up 
supplies / resources for 
the war against Japan 



How was the Allied invasion 
plans set up? 

!   The invasion would revolve 
around three (3) army groups 
!   North = British & Gen. 

Montgomery 
!   Central = US & Gen. 

Eisenhower 
!   South = US & Gen. Patton 
 

!   Each group had major 
objectives to help accomplish 
the conquest of Germany 
!   All would be supported by 

Soviet troops invading from 
the East 



    !
! British 21st AG  - Montgomery!

US Third - Patton !

US First - Eisenhower!

Allied Plan for the Invasion of 
Germany (1944-45) 



The Soviet Invasion from the East (1944-45) 



What problems existed for the 
Allies in their invasion plans? 

!   Two (2) major issues: 

!   German resistance = 
!   Prepared for a 

defensive / last stand 
!   “Siegfried Line” 
!   Rhine River 

!   Keeping their men 
supplied 
!   No close ports 
!   “Red Ball Express” 





The Rhine River 



    !
!

Only 
Ports!

Only Useable Allied Ports… 



The “Red Ball Express” 



The “Red Ball Express” 



What was the German plan 
for the defense of their homes? 

!   Hitler ordered a “fight to the 
death” mentality though 
many in the German 
military had already given up 

!   Defense strategy 

!   “delaying action” 

!   Possible last stand? 

!   Many Allied commanders 
feared a “last stand” in 
the German Alps 



How did Allies plan to deal 
with German defenses? 

!   Gen. Montgomery proposed a 
plan to outflank the Siegfried 
line like the Germans 
outflanked the Maginot Line 

!   Operation Market-
Garden 

!   Two (2) phases: 

! Market = US / British 
paratroops would take 
bridges over the northern 
Rhine 

! Garden = Reinforcements 
would arrive in 4 days 



Operation Market-Garden (1944) 



Paratroopers Dropping in… 



Paratroopers Dropping in… 



German resistance is stronger than anticipated… 



German resistance is stronger than anticipated… 



Help doesn’t arrive and the paratrooper are left alone… 



British POWs Taken By the Germans… 



Battle of Arnhem (1944) 



Battle of Arnhem (1944) 



How did the failure of Operation Market-
Garden influence Allied planning? 

!   Any invasion of German 
must come with 
overwhelming success 
!   Proper planning 
!   Respect for the weather 
!   Overwhelming force 

!   One way to weaken 
Germany further was 
through unlimited Allied 
bombings on major cities 



Air War Over Germany 



Air War Over Germany 



Air War Over Germany 



Firebombing of Dresden 



Civilian casualties in Dresden 



Protecting of Historic Sites 



The “Monument Men” 





Discovery of the Holocaust 



How was the Battle for Berlin fought? 

!   Gen Eisenhower opted to let the 
Soviets take Berlin 

!   They reached Berlin first 

!   Symbolic / “payback” 

!   Battle of Berlin (April & May, 
1945) 

!   Hitler hid in his bunker 
under the city 

!   Street-to-street fighting 

!   Hitler’s suicide 

!   Formal surrender (May 8th) 





Linkup of US / Soviet Troops 



The Battle for Berlin (1945) 



The Battle for Berlin (1945) 



The Battle for Berlin (1945) 



Hitler’s Final Appearance 



The Fuhrer Bunker 



Hitler’s Suicide 



Berlin Falls… 



German Surrender!
May 7, 1945!



FDR’s Death (1945) 



V-E Day (May 8, 1945) 



The Famous V-E Day Kiss 



How did the ending of the War in 
Europe influence World War II? 

!   The ending of the war in 
Europe marked the close of 
the major theatre of conflict 
in World War II 

!   One that had been 
ongoing since 1939 

!   Questions unresolved? 

!   What to do with 
Germany? 

!   Will the Allied powers 
work together in 
peacetime? 



The U. S. & the U. S. S. R. Emerged 
as the Two Superpowers 



The Bi-Polarization of Europe:  
The Beginning of the Cold War 



The Division of Germany: 
1945 - 1990 



The Creation of the U. N. 



The Nuremberg War Trials 
Crimes Against Humanity 




